
why buy hp inkjet 
printing supplies?

designed to deliver 
exceptional results



you’re assured 
of hp quality

hp print quality
Choosing an HP inkjet print cartridge ensures trouble-free printing - no leak, no clog, no
smudge and no bleed. Every drop of HP ink and every nozzle of every original HP print
cartridge has undergone rigorous testing in manufacturing before it is shipped to ensure clear,
sharp output every time you print, with no damage to your printer.

hp ink quality
HP inks are specifically formulated to work with the HP print system. They are engineered to
resist fading, smearing and bleeding, and are calibrated to work with HP printheads to deliver
drop sizes as small as 4 picolitres. The combination also works together to avoid nozzle
clogging and print quality degradation while maximising dry times.

Our experts test and optimise everything from viscosity, surface tension and pH values to
particle size, conductivity and absorbency. Ink quality is therefore critical - an ink that doesn't
precisely match the chemical composition of HP ink can have a major impact on printhead
performance and final print quality.

hp printhead quality
We offer two main inkjet printing systems: integrated print cartridges and modular ink delivery
systems. Irrespective of which of the two main HP inkjet printing systems you are using, your
printheads are the heart of your printing system.

Integrated print cartridges represent a printing system in which inks and printheads are
contained in the same unit and thus give you a completely new printing system every time 
you install a new cartridge. The modular ink delivery system provides especially high volume
users with the opportunity to replace ink cartridges and long life printheads individually. 
These two systems have been developed to  give you the choice of system which best serves
your needs.

Choose an HP inkjet print cartridge
and you’re selecting a product 
that is the result of nearly 20 years’
inkjet printing expertise. Within the
HP printing system - the printer, ink
and paper - this critical component
is the key to performance. It is a
highly sophisticated ink delivery
system that has been engineered 
to extremely fine tolerances.



ease of use

When you select an HP inkjet print cartridge, you are not only choosing print quality
but also peace of mind: genuine HP cartridges are up to 13x more reliable than
recycled or refilled products*. Factors such as consistent ink volumes, leak-free
operation and easy and hassle free replacement of cartridges will lead to less user
intervention needed, less printer downtime and greater user productivity. Considering
this, the benefits of choosing an HP cartridge are even more apparent.

real convenience, from purchase to disposal
We've made getting, choosing and using HP inkjet cartridges as simple as possible. Wherever
you are in the world, you'll have easy access to HP supplies and our new colour coded
packaging and 'fast selection' numbering system means you can choose the products you need
in seconds. Drop-in, click-out cartridges mean easy, mess-free replacement. And everything from
initial manufacturing to packaging has been designed for minimal environmental impact.

smart print technology
More and more HP inkjet print cartridges and printheads now feature smart chips which actively
- and accurately - monitor print performance and supplies levels. You’ll receive an on-screen
message alert before supplies need replacing and the re-order information will be displayed 
at the appropriate time.

a warranty you can trust
We have recently introduced an extension of our warranty policy for inkjet cartridges and
printheads. For inkjet cartridges, this means a minimum six month in-printer warranty, for
printheads a 12 month in-printer warranty. These warranties apply only to products installed by
the ‘Install before’ date shown on the packaging. The warranty does not cover empty products,
or products that have been modified in any way.

* Recharger Magazine 2000



Every HP inkjet print cartridge has been carefully designed together with HP printers
and HP media to ensure optimal print quality, throughput and reliability at any time.

a complete system designed for maximum quality
Three factors determine the quality and reliability of an inkjet printing system: your printer, 
the ink and the media you are using. HP develops all these three components together to 
ensure the best printing results for you at any point in time. 

Every HP inkjet print cartridge undergoes more than 50 separate test procedures, while our
specially formulated inks are put through as many as 22 tests. This level of control means we
can be certain that each nozzle of each HP print cartridge will deliver the precise size and
shape of ink drop, in precisely the right position on the page for blacker blacks, sharper text,
more vivid colours and smoother transitions.

original hp supplies mean better value
Recent research shows a failure rate in recycled cartridges of up to 10%*. In addition to the
obvious frustration this causes, this can also mean additional costs resulting from reprinting,
maintenance, cleaning, printer downtime, repairs not covered by warranty and - most expensive
of all - the time spent attempting to fix the problem or find another printer.

With one of the lowest failure rates in the business at below 1%*, HP inkjet print cartridges 
not only ensure optimum quality and reliability, but also exceptional lifetime value for money.

* Recharger Magazine 2000
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